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I. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the nonlinear boundary value problem 
-UN - u + g(u) = cos r, 
u(0) = #(?r) = 0 
Cl*11 
where g : IR + IR is bounded, nondecreasing and continuous. While the results 
we obtain here are valid for more general boundary value problems of the 
type 
Lu-h+g(u)=p . R 
u=o ii iA, (14 
where L is a uniformly elliptic operator over a smooth bounded domain L?, il 
is its smallest eigenvalue and p is orthogonal to the eigenfunction 4 
corresponding to A, we ‘choose to study (1.1) for the sake of simplicity and 
clarity. 
Problems of the type (1.1) (or (1.2)) are referred to in the literature as 
nonlinear perturbations of linear boundary value problems at resonance and 
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a sufficient condition for existence of solutions to (1.2) due to Landesman 
and Lazer [8] is that 
g(-m)j*bd,:(j*P.~dxig(co)j~mdx (1.3) 
where g(co) = lim,,, g(u) and g(-co) = lim,,-, g(u). 
In the case when g is nondecreasing a sufficient condition for existence 
due to Brezis and Haraux [3] is that 
Sn P# dx 
co = J”,, 4 dx 
E Int [Range g]. 
In this paper we consider the case where g does not satisfy either of the 
conditions (1.3) or (1.4). Thus we consider for the rest of this paper (once 
again for the sake of simplicity) 
1 
-1, u < -1, 
g(u)= u, -1 <U<O, (1.5) 
0, 24 > 0. 
It is easily seen that g as defined by (1.5) d oes not satisfy either of the above 
sufficient conditions. 
When g is bounded, a sufficient condition derived in [4] for the existence 
of a solution of (1.1) is that there exist R > 0 sufficiently large such that 
J 09 + WY > 0 (or GO) 
R 
where U, is bounded. By using this criterion we show the existence of a 
solution to problem (1. 1 )-( 1.5) in Section 2. We then prove that the solution 
set is a continuum following a result due to Aronszajn [ 11. 
Section 3 of the paper deals with an iterative procedure for finding a 
solution (more precisely, the minimal one) of (1. l)-( 1.5). It must be noted 
here that the singularity of -U” - ZJ with Dirichlet boundary conditions and 
the fact that g(u) = 0 for u > 0 create a noninvertibility situation. Thus we 
resort to an iterative procedure not requiring invertibility in a neighborhood 
of the solutions. One such method is a monotone iterative method, e.g., an 
iterative procedure which yields a monotone increasing sequence of functions 
converging to the minimal solution. 
We conclude this paper with a discussion in Section 4 of perturbations of 
(1.1~( 1.5). Thus we obtain results analogous to the linear problem for the 
nonlinear problem 
-4" - 24 t g(u) t h(u) = cos t, 
(l-6) 
u(0) = U(7r) = 0. 
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It is shown that depending on the nature of h, problem (1.6) can have a 
unique solution or a bounded set of solutions however as h -+ 0 (1. l)-( 1.5) 
has an unbounded set of solutions. 
2. EXISTENCE OF A CONTINUUM OF SOLUTIONS 
Let E denote the space L*[O, x], and let, for U, v E E, (u, U) and ]I u]] = 
(u, u)“’ be the usual inner product and norm in E. Define the linear operator 
Lu = --u” - u with domain g(L) = {u E E : U, U’ are absolutely continuous, 
U” E E and u(0) = u(n) = 0) = {u E H’[O, z] : u(0) = u(n) = 0}, and suppose 
that N : g(N) c E + E is the nonlinear Nemytskii operator generated by 
cos t - g(u). Then the problem (1.1) can be written as an equivalent operator 
equation 
Lu = Nu. 
Note that g(L) is a closed subspace of H*[O, z] with norm 
(2-l) 
IMI &a(L) = (Ilull’+ llu’l12 + IIU”I12Y2 
which is equivalent to 
lI4*= SYP lWl + SYP lu’(O + lIu”Il. 
Let E, = Ker L = (sin t) and P : E + E, be the idempotent projection 
operator defined by 
sin t dt sin t. 
I 
Then E = E, BE, where E, = Range L = E,i and the partial inverse H of L, 
H : E, --t E, n g(L) is compact. Thus, Eq. (2.1) is equivalent to the system 
of operator equations 
u,=H(Z-P)N(u,+u,), (2.2) 
PN(u, t UJ = 0 (2.3) 
where u = u0 + u,, u. E E, and u, E E,. We now state the following result 
from [4]. 
THEOREM 2.1. Suppose that there exists R, > 0 such that for every 
u. E E,, lluoll <R,, the auxiliary equation has solutions which are bounded. 
Zf (Nu, uo) > 0 (or <O)fir all u. E E, with IJuoll = R, and u = u, + u, where 
u, satisfies (2.2), then Eq. (2.1) has at least one solution. 
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Since g is bounded, then all the solutions u1 of Eq. (2.2) are bounded in 
C’ [0, n] and consequently there exist B, R, > 0 such that 
II UI I/cqo,s] = SOP I ur(t)l + SOP I &WI G B (2.4) 
and 
R, sin t + u,(t) > 0, 
-R, sin t t ui(t) < 0 for every t E [0,7r]. 
(2.5) 
By using Theorem 2.1, it is possible to prove the following existence result 
([W: 
THEOREM 2.2. If o E Bdry [Range g], then there exists a solution of 
(1.1) (or (1.2)) ifand only ifg(0) = w. 
For the problem (1.1~(1.5), w  = 0 E Bdry (Range g), g(0) = 0 and that 
problem has a solution. 
To give a complete characterization of the set of solutions of (l-1)-( 1.5) 
we first remark that the solutions of 
-u” - 24 = cos t, 
u(0) = u(7c) = 0 
(2.6) 
are given by u(t) = (c - t/2) sin t, c E IR. Further if u(t) is a solution of 
(l.l)-(1.5) then using Eq. (2.3) 
i R g(u(t>> sin t dt = 0. 0 
Since g < 0 and sin t > 0 we note that lz g(u(t)) sin t dt < 0 for any arbitrary 
U. To say that v(t) satisfies the bifurcation equation implies g(v(t)) sin t = 0 
for all t E [0, rr] and thus u(t) > 0. Thus we see that the only solutions of 
(l.l)-(1.5) are (c - t/2) sin t, c > 7r/2. These are precisely the positive 
solutions of the linear problem (2.6). 
Remark. In [5] the authors study problem (1.1) assuming that g is 
bounded, continuous and satisfies 
g(u) u < 0 forevery uE IR. (2.7) 
From (2.5) it follows that the inner product condition of Theorem 2.1 is 
satisfied and then the problem (l.l)-(1.5) has a solution. Note that it is 
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fundamental to assume (2.7) holds for every u E R and not only for Iul > d 
for some d > 0 as is shown by the following example [ 51: 
I 
1, u< 1, 
g(u)= 0, I.4 > 2, P-9 
2 - t, l<u<2, 
which is a nonlinearity similar to (1.5). The nonexistence of a solution for 
(1.1~(2.8) follows readily from Theorem 2.2. 
Now, for the problem (1. l), consider the following nonlinear function g, 
U<-1, 
-1 < u<a, 
O<u<a, (2.9) 
a<u<a+ 1, 
u+l<u. 
In this case o = 0 E Int [Range g] and the existence of solution for (1. l)- 
(2.9) follows from (1.4). 
In order to characterize the structure of the set of solutions of (l.l)-(2.9), 
we need the following result which is in the spirit of [ 1 ] and its proof can be 
found in [2]: 
THEOREM 2.3. Let L : F + E be a continuous Fredholm operator of 
index 0 between Bunuch spaces. Let N : F + E be continuous and compact. 
Let a be a bounded open set of F. Assume that (i) S, n aR = 0 where S, = 
{uEKerL:NuERangeL}, (ii) S+naf2=0 where S+={uEF:Lu= 
A.Nu, for some I E (0, l)}, and (iii) deg(G . N. J, J-‘(Q n Ker L), 0) # 0 
where J:R”+ F is linear with J(iR”) = Ker L and G:E --t R” is linear 
continuous with Ker G = Range L, Range G = IR”, n E N, n > 1. Then the set 
S, of solutions of Lu = Nu is nonempty and compact. 
IJ; in addition, there exists a sequence {N,} of compact continuous 
operators N, : F -+ E with N, --t N uniformly on bounded subsets of F such 
that for any u* E S, the solution set of 
Lu=N,u+Lu*-N,u” (2.10) 
is connected, then S, is connected. 
Now we are in a position to prove the following: 
THEOREM 2.4. For the set of solutions, S,, of (l.l)-(2.9) we huve 
(a) S, is bounded; 
(b) S, is nonempty and compact; 
(c) S, is connected. 
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Remark. Note that (b) implies (a), but for clarity we shall prove (a) 
separately. 
Proof of (a). Let u = u0 $ U, be a solution. Since u E E,, u,(t) = r sin t 
for some r E R. For the problem (l.l)-(2.9), (2.4) and (2.5) hold. Then we 
claim that 1 I) < max(R,, a + B) =A. If this last statement is not true, then 
either r>R, and r>a+B, or r<--R, and r<-a-B. In the first case 
u(t) > 0 and u(71/2) > R -B > a, which implies 
-PNu = 
1 
x g(u(t)) sin t dt > 0 
0 
and Eq. (2.3) is not satisfied, which is a contradiction. A similar argument 
holds for the second case. 
Proofof( Let g(L)=F. The sets S,= {uEE,:NuEE,} and S, = 
{U E F : Lu = ANu for some 1 E (0, l)} are bounded. In fact, if u E So, then 
u(t) = r sin t and j; g(r sin t) sin t dt = 0. Consequently 0 < r < a and 
Ilull a(Lj = 2r t r @ < a(2 + \/;;172) =pl. Since H(I -P) is bounded from 
E to F, the solutions of the auxiliary equation of the problem Lu = ANu are 
bounded in F independently of I because Nu = cos t -g(u) is bounded 
independently of 1 E (0, 1). If u E S, and u(t) = r sin t + ul(t), using the 
same argument as in the proof of (a) we get r < A and u is bounded in F by 
some constant pz independent of J.. 
Therefore, choosing p > max(p,,p,) and R = {u E g(L) : IIuII~(~) =p}, 
the conditions (i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied, since L is a 
continuous Fredholm operator of index zero and N : F -+ E is compact (N(F) 
is bounded in E). 
Now, define J : R + F, by J(r) z r sin t and G : E + iR by G(u) = (u, sin t). 
Thus 
M(r) = GNJ(r) = -j: g(r sin t) sin t dt. 
If r > a, M(r) < 0 and if r < 0, M(r) > 0. Also a fl E, = {r sin f : 
P+dmIrl <PI and J-i@2 f7 E,) = (-a, a) where (y: =p/(2 + m). 
Thus M(--a) > 0, M(a) < 0 and deg(G . N. J, J-‘(Q n E,), 0) # 0. 
Therefore the hypotheses of Theorem 2.3 are satisfied and this proves (b). 
Proof of(c). Consider the boundary value problems 
1 -UN - u+g(u)+~u=cosf, n> 1, nEN, 
u(0) = u(n) = 0. 
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These are equivalent to the operator equations Lu = N,u, where N, u = 
NU - (l/n) u are compact from F to E. N, converges uniformly on bounded 
subsets of F since ]]Nu - N,u ]] = (l/n) ]] u]]. For U* E S,, the solutions of 
(2.10) are the solutions of Lu = N,u + (l/n) u*, or equivalently, the 
solutions of the boundary value problem 
1 1 
4’-u+g(u)+~u=cost+-u**, 
n 
u(0) = u(7r) = 0. 
The range of the nonlinear part, g’(u) = g(u) + (l/n) u, is IR and thus there 
exists a solution for (2.10). Since g is strictly increasing, there exists only 
one solution. 
Therefore, the set of solutions of (2.10) is connected (it is a single point) 
for any u * E S, and by Theorem 2.3 S, is connected. 
3. AN ITERATIVE PROCESS 
In this section we establish the convergence of a monotone iterative 
process which converges to the minimal solution of (l.l)-(1.5). We follow 
the same lines as the theorem of Ortega and Rheinboldt [9] which was put in 
a function space setting in [IO]. Thus we need to find upper and lower 
solutions for (l.l)-(1.5). 
We consider in E the order induced by the positive cone C = {u E E : 
u > 0 almost everywhere in [0, E]}. For a, B E E we define [a, B] = {u E E : 
a<u<B]. 
We first show that if B is an upper solution in the sense that 
-B” - B f g(B) > cos t, 
B(0) = B(n) = 0 (or B(t) > 0 for t = 0, rc) 
(3.1) 
then B is a solution of the problem. 
From (3.1), P[-B” -B + g(B) - cos t) > 0. But P[-B” - B - cos t] = 0. 
Hence P[ g(B)] = 0 which, because of the fact that g < 0, implies g(B) = 0. 
Also P[-B”- B - cost] =0 and this, by virtue of -B” - B +g(B)- 
cos t > 0, implies -B” - B - cos t = 0. Hence -B” - B + g(B) - cos t = 0, 
i.e., B is a solution. 
Thus the only possible upper solutions for (1. 1 )-( 1.5) are exact solutions. 
Now, let a be a lower solution, i.e., 
-a” - a + g(a) < cos t, 
a(0) = a(7r) = 0. 
(3.2) 
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Note that g is Lipschitz with Lipschitz constant 1. We now consider the 
operator (Z. + Z) : 69(L) + E. It is easy to see that (L + I)-’ : E + D(L) is 
well defined and in fact 
(L +I)-‘f= u iff -U” =f with u(0) = u(rc) = 0. (3.3) 
Starting with a lower solution aO, we generate the sequence {a,} by 
a n+ I= a, - (L + z>-’ [La, + g(a,) - cos t]. 
If a,, E g(L), since (L + I)-’ : E + g(L), it follows that a,+ r E g(L) and 
thus the sequence {a,} is well defined. 
We next show that a, is a lower solution implies that a1 ) a0 and that a1 
is a lower solution. Now 
a, = a0 - (L t I)-’ [La, + g(aJ - cos t]. 
For h Q 0, because (Z, + I)-’ in (3.3) is positive, we have (~5. t I)-’ h < 0 
and hence al > a0 . 
If F(u) = Lu + g(u) - cos t, it follows that 
Wh) - W,) = La, + gh) -La, - g&J 
= Lb - a,) + dad - gh> <L(a, - a,) + (aI - 6 
= (L t Z)(a, - a&. 
Thus F(a,) ( F(a,) + (L + I)-’ (a, - a,) = 0. By induction, from the above 
step, q,+1 > a, and a,,+ l is a lower solution. Let u be any solution to (1. l)- 
(1.5) in [a,,B] where B is an upper solution (and hence a solution). Now 
v=u-(L +I)-‘(Is(v)) d an since v > a, it follows that 
Lv + g(u) - La, - g(aJ < (L + Z)(v - aJ 
or 
a,-(L+Z)-‘(La,+g(a,))<u-(L+Z)-‘(Lu+g(u)). 
Therefore 
a,(u--(L +I)-‘(Lu tg(u))=u. 
By induction, a,, < u for all n. Hence a,(t) + u(t), t E [0, 7r] for some u(t). 
By an application of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, one can 
see that a, --t u in Lz [0, 7~1. 
If we define for u E C@(L), Tu = (Z + L)-’ (U -g(u) + cos t) then it turns 
out that Tu=u-(Z+L)-‘(F(u)). T is a continuous map from E to g(L), 
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then Ta, = a,+ 1 -+ Tu in 9(L). Thus a, + Tu in E and we must have 
u = Tu E g(L) which is equivalent to u being a solution of Lu = Nu, i.e., to 
the problem (l.l)-(1.5). 
Note that there are no upper solutions which are not solutions and the set 
of solutions is unbounded. Hence the monotone iterative process can only be 
generated from lower solutions converging to the minimal solution. 
4. PERTURBATIONS OF (1.1) 
In Section 2, we showed that the solutions of (l.l)-( 1.5) are given by 
(c - t/2) sin t, c > 7r/2. 
We now consider the nonlinear boundary value problem (E > 0). 
-u” - u + g,(u) = cos I, 
u(0) = u(?r) = 0 
(4.1) 
where 
I 
-1, u(-1, 
U, -1 <u<o, 
g,(u) = 03 O<u<a, 
u - a, a<u<a+E, 
6, a+E<U. 
This problem may thus be treated as a perturbation of (l-1)-( 1.5) in that 
gxu) -i g(u) as E + 0. 
Then, proceeding as before, one can characterize the set of solutions of the 
perturbed problems which are bounded, compact and connected for each 
E > 0. Since g, is bounded independently of E (for E bounded), the solutions 
of the auxiliary equation ula are bounded independently of E and analogous 
inequalities to (2.4) and (2.5) hold. By an argument similar to that of part 
(a) of Theorem 2.4 it is easily seen that uOE are bounded independently of E. 
However, the “limiting” problem (l.l)-( 1.5) has an unbounded set of 
solutions. This situation is similar to that of [7]. 
We now consider another boundary value problem which may also be 
treated as a perturbation of (l.l)-( 1.5) given by 
-2P - u + g(u) + s arctan u = cos t, E > 0, 
u(0) = u(n) = 0. 
(4.2) 
Since the range of the nonlinear part is (-1 - s(n/2), ~(11/2)), the condition 
(1.4) is satisfied and the problem (4.2) has a solution. Because the nonlinear 
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part is strictly increasing, it follows that there exists a unique solution U, to 
(4.2). 
We shall prove that {uE} is bounded in 9?(L) for E bounded. With the 
usual notation (4.2) is equivalent to Lu = MEu, where M,u = cos t -g(u) - 
E arctan u. Also /Mu(t)/ < 2 + n, for t E [0, rr] and E < 1. Then, the solutions 
of the auxiliary equation corresponding to (4.2) are bounded in g(L) 
independent of 0 < E < 1. For u,(t) = R, sin t + uIc(t), using Eq. (2.3) we 
have 
I n ‘!du,(t)> sin t dt + E 0 I 
7l 
0’ 
arctan UC(t)] sin t dt = 0. (4.3) 
If {R, : 0 < E < 1 } is not bounded, then there exists a sequence {R ,,}, 
E, E (0, l), such that either R,,+ +oo or R,,+ -a. In the first case 
Rcn -+ +co, and then Ren sin t + u ,Jt) > 0 for IZ large and the bifurcation 
equation (4.3) becomes 
arctan u,,(t)] sin t dt = 0 with uJt) > 0, 
which implies u+ G 0, which is a contradiction. If R,,+ -co then R E, sin t t 
ul,,(t) < 0 for n large and 
I &d%,(O) -I- E arctan uJt)] sin t dt < 0, 
which is a contradiction. Note that the perturbations (4.2) of (l.l)-(1.5) are 
bounded. 
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